Tackling the next level of uncertainty in medical decision-making

In the words of Sir William Osler, the Father of Modern Medicine: “Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of probability.” Medical decision-making is a process that involves considering uncertainty in the consequences and trade-offs of decisions. For instance, when managing a patient’s cardiovascular disease, doctors must consider uncertainty about whether the patient will have a heart attack or stroke in the future. While some medications may reduce the risk of a heart attack and a stroke, these medications cost money and can have side effects.

Fortunately, mathematical models like the Markov decision process (MDP) can be used to synthesize all of this information to guide treatment decisions that are made sequentially over time. Given an estimate of the risk (i.e., probability) that the patient will have a cardiovascular event, MDPs can weigh the benefits and harms of many possible treatments to inform a strategy of whether and when to treat that makes the most sense for the patient.

But what should a modeler do when there are multiple, conflicting estimates of a patient’s risk? In the case of cardiovascular disease, there are multiple, well-established risk calculators that use a patient’s information to estimate their risk of a cardiovascular event, but different risk calculators can give conflicting estimates for the same patient profile. MDPs that rely on these conflicting estimates in turn give different treatment recommendations, leading to ambiguity in how the doctor should proceed to manage the patient’s condition.

In their article “Multi-model Markov Decision Processes,” Georgia Tech assistant professor Lauren N. Steimle, University of Michigan professor Brian Denton and University of Michigan-Dearborn assistant professor David Kaufman propose a new approach to mitigate this ambiguity. Their approach finds treatment strategies that work well across multiple plausible models of the probabilities while maintaining a similar level of complexity of strategies that are based on one model.

Using a case study of cardiovascular disease, the authors show that their approach recommends treatment strategies with lower expected regret compared to those based on a single model alone, as is typically done in practice. The study suggests that incorporating multiple plausible models into solution methods...
may be a promising way to mitigate the effects of ambiguity in medical decision-making and sequential decision-making more broadly.

In short, Steimle, Kaufman, and Denton propose a new take on Markov Decision Processes that pivot conflicting models from a dilemma to a feature, with applications to medicine and beyond.
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Operating multiple robot taxis to transport wafers in a semiconductor fabrication

Large-scale complex engineering systems are often composed of subsystems interacting with each other. Examples include wind turbines in a farm, robots or machines in a factory and energy systems in a smart grid. As the system becomes more complex, it becomes challenging to control such subsystems cooperatively to achieve system-level performance.

Multi-agent reinforcement learning, a multiagent extension of reinforcement learning, is an effective learning-based method that can learn the cooperative and decentralized control policy controlling subsystems to achieve system-level performance.

In a semiconductor fabrication (FAB), thousands of overhead hoist transporters automatically transport a bundle of wafers from one machine to another while moving along a
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one-way track installed under a ceiling. The operation of the transporters in a FAB is similar to the operation of robot taxis in a city; a taxi should be optimally allocated to a customer while considering the traffic conditions of the road network and the geographical distributions of taxis and customers to maximize the service rate. As the semiconductor FAB become larger and, thus, more transporters need to be operated, it is imperative to operate transporters in a FAB intelligently to increase the productivity of automatic material handling.

In the work “Cooperative Zone-based Rebalancing of Idle Overhead Hoist Transportations Using Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning with Graph Representation Learning,” doctoral student Kyuree Ahn and professor Jinkyoo Park from the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) propose a cooperative zone-based rebalancing algorithm to allocate idle overhead hoist transporters in a semiconductor FAB. They discretize the FAB into a number of zones and derive a decentralized rebalancing policy for each zone by applying multiagent reinforcement learning with graph-centric state representation. The graph representation module effectively extracts and processes the geographical distribution of transporters (taxis) and the waiting wafers (customers), and uses them to determine the optimum rebalancing action.

The authors then demonstrated that the proposed method can significantly reduce the average retrieval time while reducing the transporter utilization ratio. In addition, they show that the rebalancing policy trained with various FAB conditions can be used under unseen dynamic scenarios without further training, hence validating the transferability of the proposed method. This research was funded by SYNUS Tech.
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